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ABSTRACT
Context. Our knowledge of the intrinsic parameters of exoplanets is as precise as our determinations of their stellar hosts parameters.
In the case of radial velocity searches for planets, stellar masses appear to be crucial. But before estimating stellar masses properly, de-
tailed spectroscopic analysis is essential. With this paper we conclude a general spectroscopic description of the Pennsylvania-Torun´
Planet Search (PTPS) sample of stars.
Aims. We aim at a detailed description of basic parameters of stars representing the complete PTPS sample. We present atmospheric
and physical parameters for dwarf stars observed within the PTPS along with updated physical parameters for the remaining stars
from this sample after the first Gaia data release.
Methods. We used high resolution (R=60 000) and high signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N=150-250) spectra from the Hobby-Eberly
Telescope and its High Resolution Spectrograph. Stellar atmospheric parameters were determined through a strictly spectroscopic
local thermodynamic equilibrium analysis (LTE) of the equivalent widths of Fe I and Fe II lines. Stellar masses, ages, and luminosi-
ties were estimated through a Bayesian analysis of theoretical isochrones.
Results. We present Teff , log g, [Fe/H], micrturbulence velocities, absolute radial velocities, and rotational velocities for 156 stars
from the dwarf sample of PTPS. For most of these stars these are the first determinations. We refine the definition of PTPS subsam-
ples of stars (giants, subgiants, and dwarfs) and update the luminosity classes for all PTPS stars. Using available Gaia and Hipparcos
parallaxes, we redetermine the stellar parameters (masses, radii, luminosities, and ages) for 451 PTPS stars.
Conclusions. The complete PTPS sample of 885 stars is composed of 132 dwarfs, 238 subgiants, and 515 giants, of which the vast
majority are of roughly solar mass; however, 114 have masses higher than 1.5 M and 30 of over 2 M. The PTPS extends toward
much less metal abundant and much more distant stars than other planet search projects aimed at detecting planets around evolved
stars; 29% of our targets belong to the Galactic thick disc and 2% belong to the halo.
Key words. Stars: fundamental parameters - Stars: atmospheres - Stars: late-type - Techniques: spectroscopic - Planetary systems
1. Introduction
After the pioneering discoveries of exoplanets by Wolszczan &
Frail (1992); Mayor & Queloz (1995); Marcy & Butler (1996),
over 3500 more planets around other stars have been identified
(http://exoplanets.eu/ Schneider et al. 2011). Given the limita-
tions of current planet detection techniques and the general pic-
ture of planet formation (Pollack et al. 1996), it is safe to assume
that planets are common and that, at some stage of their evolu-
tion, many stars host or have hosted planets born around them.
Therefore, studies of planetary systems at various stages of
stellar evolution are of special interest. Most known exoplanets
orbit main sequence (MS) stars that are of roughly solar mass,
and only a handful of projects are devoted to search for planet
? Based on observations obtained with the Hobby-Eberly Telescope,
which is a joint project of the University of Texas at Austin,
Pennsylvania State University, Stanford University, Ludwig-
Maximilians-Universita¨t Mu¨nchen, and Georg-August-Universita¨t
Go¨ttingen.
?? Tables 3 -5 are only available online at CDS.
around stars beyond the MS, preferentially more massive than
the Sun.
Intermediate-mass MS stars have high effective tempera-
tures and rotate rapidly. The low number of spectral lines
available in their spectra make these stars unsuitable for high-
precision radial velocity (RV) searches for planetary compan-
ions. Unfortunately, also in transit searches (cf. Borucki et al.
(2011); Schwamb et al. (2013)) planetary candidates around
such stars are discovered only occasionally, and these projects
have delivered very few planetary systems around stars much
more massive than the Sun (for instance Kepler-432; Ciceri
et al. 2015; Ortiz et al. 2015; Quinn et al. 2015 or Kepler-435
Almenara et al. 2015).
Of the two most efficient techniques for searching for plan-
ets, precise RV measurements and stellar transits, the latter has
certainly delivered most of data. However in the search for plan-
ets around more massive, evolved stars the RV technique proves
to be more useful.
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The RV searches that focus on stars past the MS phase (gi-
ant and subgiant stars) study stars that have considerably slowed
down their rotation and have lowered their effective tempera-
tures in terms of stellar evolution. These stars exhibit an abun-
dant narrow-line spectrum that makes them accessible to the RV
technique. Obviously, planetary systems around these stars may
have already been altered by stellar evolution or dynamical in-
teractions with other bodies during the billions of years that have
passed since their formation.
The combined result of intense research in projects such as
the McDonald Observatory Planet Search (Cochran & Hatzes
1993; Hatzes & Cochran 1993), Okayama Planet Search (Sato
et al. 2005), Tautenberg Planet Search (Hatzes et al. 2005), Lick
K-giant Survey (Frink et al. 2002), ESO FEROS planet search
(Setiawan et al. 2003a,b), Retired A Stars and Their Companions
(Johnson et al. 2007), Coralie & HARPS search (Lovis & Mayor
2007), the Bohyunsan Planet Search (Lee et al. 2011), and
our own Pennsylvania-Torun´ Planet Search (PTPS) (Niedzielski
et al. 2007; Niedzielski & Wolszczan 2008) is a population of
103 substellar companions in 94 systems1 around giant stars.
These projects have already delivered very interesting dis-
coveries of planets around intermediate-mass stars (for instance
HD 13189 (Hatzes et al. 2005), M/M = 4.5 ± 2.5M; o UMa
(Sato et al. 2012), M/M = 3.09 ± 0.07M) and reported a
paucity of planets within 0.5 AU of giant stars (Johnson et al.
2007; Sato et al. 2008; Jones et al. 2014) with only very few
exceptions. One of the most intriguing exceptions to that rule is
Kepler 91 b (Lillo-Box et al. 2014; Barclay et al. 2015), a planet
that orbits a giant star in the most tight orbit of only about 2.5
R?. Our own project already delivered 21 giants with planets,
including evidence for recent violent star-planet interactions in
ageing planetary systems of BD+48 740 (Adamo´w et al. 2012),
or a rare transition object, a warm Jupiter TYC 3667-1280-1 b
(Niedzielski et al. 2016c) orbiting a giant star.
In addition to planet discoveries these surveys aim at deliv-
ering more general properties of evolved stars hosting planets.
Relations between planet occurrence rate and stellar properties,
such as stellar mass or metallicity, are of special interest. The
planet occurrence rate versus stellar metallicity relation (Fischer
& Valenti 2005; Udry & Santos 2007) is well established for MS
planetary hosts and giant planets. In the case of evolved stars it
remains a question of a debate (compare Pasquini et al. (2007);
Zielin´ski et al. (2010); Takeda et al. (2008); Mortier et al. (2013);
Maldonado et al. (2013) and Hekker & Mele´ndez (2007); Reffert
et al. (2015); Jones et al. (2016); Wittenmyer et al. (2017)).
The PTPS is a project devoted to detection and characterisa-
tion of planetary systems around stars at various stages of stellar
evolution, but mainly including those more evolved than the Sun.
With this paper we continue a series devoted to detailed charac-
terisation of the PTPS sample of stars. In Zielin´ski et al. (2012)
(Paper I) we presented spectroscopic analysis of 348 red giants,
mostly from the red giant clump. In Adamo´w et al. (2014) (Paper
II) Li and α-elements abundances, as well as rotational veloci-
ties for 348 stars from Paper I were presented. In a side paper,
Adamczyk et al. (2016) presented a new approach to derive stel-
lar masses and luminosities, and updated masses, luminosities,
ages, and radii for 342 stars for stars from Paper I. In the follow-
ing paper, Niedzielski et al. (2016a) (Paper III) spectroscopic
analysis of additional 455 stars (subgiants and giants) was pre-
sented (see corrigendum for Paper III).
In the present paper, we deliver a spectroscopic analysis of
the last sample of dwarf stars and updated stellar parameters for
1 https://www.lsw.uni-heidelberg.de/users/sreffert/giantplanets/giantplanets.php
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Fig. 1.Histograms of the apparent magnitudes in the V band (left
panel) and (B − V) (right panel) for 170 dwarfs for which the
spectroscopic analysis was completed.
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the absolute RVs obtained from the cross-
correlation function (left panel) and their formal uncertainties
(right panel) for 170 PTPS dwarf stars studied in this paper
(Section 3.3).
the complete PTPS sample after the first release of Gaia (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016) parallaxes. We also present a new def-
inition of PTPS samples of stars at various stages of evolution:
dwarfs, subgiants, and giants. Consequently we present the com-
plete PTPS sample of stars, ranging from the main sequence,
through subgiant and giant branches and up to the horizontal
branch (red giant clump), for which basic atmospheric and phys-
ical parameters are determined in a uniform way.
The paper is organised as follows: The observational ma-
terial and sample are presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we
describe the spectroscopic analysis of our data. Section 4 con-
tains a short presentation of the methodology used to derive
the following stellar parameters: luminosities, masses, ages, and
radii. In Section 5 we describe the method of luminosity class
(evolutionary stage) assessment and a new subsample definition.
Distribution of PTPS stars in the Galaxy is presented in Section
6. A summary of atmospheric and stellar parameters for the com-
plete PTPS sample is presented in Section 7. Section 8 contains
a short summary and conclusions of this paper.
2. Targets selection and observations
The sample of stars presented in this paper is the last subsample
of PTPS that has not yet been presented in detail. This sample
is composed of (originally) 221 dwarf stars that were selected
from the compilation of Tycho (van Leeuwen 2007) and 2MASS
(Cutri et al. 2003) catalogues by (Gelino et al. 2005). The sam-
ple contains stars presumably from the MS of stellar types from
G to early M. The stars are expected to be field dwarfs that are
2
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randomly distributed across the sky accessible with the Hobby-
Eberly Telescope (HET), with apparent magnitudes (V) between
7.5 and 10.5 mag, and B-V colour index (B − V) between 0.6
and 1.3, approximately. The histogram of V and B−V for dwarfs
adopted for spectroscopic analysis is presented in Figure 1.
Spectroscopic observations presented here were made with
the HET (Ramsey et al. 1998) and its High Resolution
Spectrograph (HRS, Tull 1998) in the queue scheduled mode
(Shetrone et al. 2007). The spectrograph was used in the
R=60 000 resolution and it was fed with a 2 arcsec fibre. The
instrumental configuration and observing procedure were iden-
tical to those described in Paper I and Paper III.
The collected spectra consist of 46 blue echelle orders (407
- 592 nm) and 24 red orders (602 - 784 nm). Data reduction was
carried out with a pipeline based on IRAF2 tasks (flat fielding,
wavelength calibration, and normalisation to continuum). The
S/N was typically better than 200 per resolution element. For
every star at least one so-called GC0 spectrum, a spectrum ob-
tained without a I2 gas cell inserted into optical path, and a series
of GC1 spectra, obtained with the gas cell inserted, were avail-
able. All stars studied in this paper, as well as all other PTPS
targets with updated parameters, are listed in Tables 3 - 5 3.
3. Spectroscopic analysis
The analysis that we completed in the presented paper was a
three-tier process. The aim was (1) to obtain spectroscopic pa-
rameters for the dwarfs presented here, but also (2) to reorganise
the complete PTPS sample, in a uniform way, into subsamples
based on the three luminosity classes dwarfs, subgiants, and gi-
ants. Furthermore, (3) stellar parameters for all the PTPS stars
were re-determined, when possible, via the application of the
new Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) parallaxes and the al-
ready published (Paper I and III) atmospheric parameters.
Before that analysis, however, we first checked all stars for
spectral variability by inspecting the cross-correlation functions
(CCF), following the procedure described in detail in Paper III
(Section 3.1). This step allowed us to reject from the sample all
spectroscopically variable objects, such as SB2 stars, and weak
line objects that were unsuitable for the precise measurement
of equivalent widths (EWs) and RVs. The process of cleaning
the sample was continued after spectroscopic parameters were
obtained. We rejected objects for which inconsistent parameters
were derived from the sample (Section 3.2). Finally, once we es-
timated stellar parameters and assigned luminosity classes, we
rejected all objects with contradicting parameters from the sam-
ple (Section 5).
3.1. CCF analysis
Following the results of spectral variability analysis of the sub-
giants sample, presented in Paper III, we performed an identical
analysis of the dwarfs presented in this paper, and for all stars
from Paper I. This way the CCF analysis was completed for the
whole sample of PTPS stars.
After cleaning all available GC1 stellar spectra (first 17 or-
ders) for every star from the I2 lines, using the ALICE code
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy
Observatories, which are operated by the Association of Universities
for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the
National Science Foundation.
3 Tables 3 -5 are only available at the CDS in an electronic form.
(Nowak 2012; Nowak et al. 2013), we cross-correlated the spec-
tra with a numerical mask consisting of 1 and 0 value points.
The non-zero points correspond to the positions of 300 non-
blended, isolated stellar absorption lines at zero velocity, which
are present in a synthetic ATLAS9 (Kurucz 1993) spectrum of a
K2 star. The CCF was computed step by step for each velocity
point in a single spectral order.
The CCFs from all spectral orders were finally added to ob-
tain the final CCF for the whole spectrum. A more detailed de-
scription of the line profile variability types identified with the
CCF is presented in Paper III.
The shape of the CCF and its variation in the series of avail-
able spectra were used to identify spectroscopic binaries with
resolved spectral line systems (SB2), objects with variable CCF
(unresolved spectroscopic binaries), and stars with flat CCF (fast
rotators or low metallicity stars).
The CCF analysis revealed that 31 stars in the dwarf sam-
ple are actually SB2 and 20 present weak or variable CCF. All
of these stars are not suitable for detailed spectroscopic analysis
with the applied methodology and were rejected from the sam-
ple of stars studied in more detail. Thus the dwarf sample was
reduced to 170 stars.
Similar analysis was also performed for all stars presented in
Paper I.
In total 111 stars were rejected from the PTPS sample based
on results of CCF analysis, including those already identified
in Paper III. A summary of CCF analysis in the complete PTPS
sample is presented in Table 3. The table contains the star identi-
fication, Teff and log g obtained from empirical calibrations (see
below), with uncertainty estimates, and absolute RV associated
with the epoch of observation.
As for those rejected stars our detailed spectroscopic anal-
ysis was not applicable, and we adopted the results presented
by Adamo´w (2010) for these stars to give an estimate of their
atmospheric parameters.
In Adamo´w (2010) the first, rough estimates of atmospheric
parameters for all stars observed within PTPS were presented.
The Teff were obtained from empirical calibration of Ramı´rez
& Mele´ndez (2005) based on Tycho and 2MASS photometry.
Next, the luminosity class was estimated using two methods: re-
duced proper motion (RPM; Gelino et al. 2005) and V versus
2MASS magnitudes classification (Bilir et al. 2006). The RPM
is an analogue of absolute magnitude. Its calculation is based on
the assumption that nearby stars have high proper motions, while
stars at large distances move slowly, projected in the sky. The
colour-RPM diagram is a case of Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
(HRD), hence it allows us to attribute an evolutionary status to
a star with unknown distance/parallax. Although the assumption
of the distance - proper motion relation for stars is generally cor-
rect, the method does not apply to objects with atypical, that
is very high or low, proper motions, which may be classified
incorrectly. With the effective temperature and luminosity class
evaluated, log g were estimated using calibrations by Straizys &
Kuriliene (1981).
The results of this simplified analysis for 111 stars rejected
from the PTPS sample are presented in Table 3.
3.2. Atmospheric parameters
Stars that were classified through our CCF analysis as single or
SB1 (170) were further studied in more detail.
Stellar atmospheric parameters (effective temperature, grav-
itational acceleration at the stellar surface, metallicity ([Fe/H]),
and microturbulence velocity) were determined with the TGVIT
3
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Table 1. Atmospheric parameters of Arcturus
References Teff [K] l log g vt [km/s] [Fe/H]
This work 4235 ± 15 1.59 ± 0.06 1.35 ± 0.04 -0.61 ± 0.02
Paper III 4254 ± 20 1.61 ± 0.08 1.54 ± 0.07 -0.61 ± 0.08
Ramirez & Allende Prieto (2011) 4286 ± 30 1.66 ± 0.5 -0.52 ± 0.04
Martin (1977) 4300 ± 90 1.74 ± 0.2 1.70 -0.51 ± 0.08
(Takeda et al. 2005) following the procedure described in detail
in Paper I and Paper III. These papers used the line list of Paper
I.
The only difference in the approach adopted in this paper
is that instead of DAOSPEC (Stetson & Pancino 2008), which
was used in the giant sample in Paper I, and ARES (Sousa et al.
2007), which was used for the sample of subgiants (Paper III),
we used a new tool, pyEW4 (Adamo´w et al. 2015), to measure
the EWs of spectral lines. The pyEW tool works on the same
principle as ARES or ARES2 (Sousa et al. 2015). This tool is
a set of Python functions that are used to measure the EW of
spectral lines using a Gaussian or Lorenzian function. To verify
results from pyEW we compared it with ARES. We compared
the EW of iron lines in use for three stars and found that they
agree very well within 0.329 mÅ on average with EWARES /
EWpyEW =1.011
(Pearson correlation coefficient of r=0.955).
To check for consistency with results presented in Paper
III, we determined Arcturus atmospheric parameters with the
adopted procedure. This star is an excellent example of a well-
studied giant. We used the best quality spectrum of Arcturus
from our repository, obtained EWs of FeI and FeII with pyEW,
and subsequently atmospheric parameters with TGVIT. Results
are presented in Table 1. One can see an agreement between our
atmospheric parameters and previous determination within 1σ,
except vt, for which results agree within 3σ. We also note the
agreement between our results and those by other authors.
Results of our determinations of atmospheric parameters for
dwarfs are presented in Tables 4 and 5. For completeness in
Tables 4 we also placed all other PTPS stars, for which atmo-
spheric parameters were presented already in Paper I and Paper
III, representing together the complete sample. A discussion of
the obtained results is presented in Section 7.
3.2.1. Atmospheric parameters uncertainty estimates
The atmospheric parameters uncertainties as delivered by
TGVIT (Takeda et al. 2005) represent more the quality of a fit
than a real uncertainty in a given physical parameter. Only in
the case of [Fe/H] alone, where the uncertainty is calculated
from the actual data point spread it has a regular meaning. In the
case of Teff , log g, and vt, the uncertainties presented in Table 4
and 5 should be multiplied by a factor of 3 as discussed in de-
tail in Paper I. We present the original uncertainties delivered by
TGVIT for consistency.
3.2.2. Comparison with literature
A comparison of effective temperatures for 21 dwarfs from our
sample, for which results of other estimates are available from
Pastel Catalogue (Soubiran et al. 2010), is presented in Figure 3.
4 https://github.com/madamow/pyEW
A very good agreement is apparent. Unfortunately a systematic
comparison of gravitational accelerations or metallicities is not
possible, as these are available in the literature for only five stars.
3.3. Absolute radial velocities
The absolute RV for all stars observed within PTPS were mea-
sured by Nowak (2012) with the ALICE code (Nowak 2012;
Nowak et al. 2013) by fitting a Gaussian function to the co-added
CCFs for the 17 orders of the blue spectrum of the best available
GC0 spectrum. The RVs were transformed to the barycentre of
the solar system with the algorithm of Stumpff (1980).
The formal uncertainties of the resulting RVs were com-
puted as rms/
√
17 of the 17 RVs obtained for each order sep-
arately. The mean standard uncertainty obtained in this way is
σRVCCF = 0.039 km s−1. However, we stress that the accu-
racy of the absolute RV determination is lower than the formal
σRVCCF. As HET/HRS is neither thermally nor pressure sta-
bilised, the RVs are subject to seasonal variations and the actual
precision is in the km s−1 range (cf. Paper I, Paper III). The
distribution of absolute RVs for dwarfs and their uncertainties is
presented in Fig. 2.
The absolute RVs with the formal uncertainties and epochs
of the observations are presented in Tables 3, 4 and 5.
3.4. Rotational velocities
To obtain an estimate of the projected rotational velocities,
v sin i?, we modelled the available GC0 and red stellar spec-
tra with the Spectroscopy Made Easy tool (SME; Valenti &
Piskunov 1996). A more detailed description of this method is
presented in Paper II. The majority of our objects are slow rota-
tors with v sin i? of 1 − 3 km s−1 (Tables 4 and 5).
4. Luminosities, masses, ages, and radii
We estimated the stellar parameters using the Bayesian approach
of Jørgensen & Lindegren (2005), modified by da Silva et al.
(2006) and adopted for our project by Adamczyk et al. (2016).
We chose the theoretical stellar models from Bressan et al.
(2012) from which we selected isochrones with metallicity Z
= 0.0001, 0.0004, 0.0008, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008,
0.01, 0.0152, 0.02, 0.025, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, and 0.008 in-
terval in log(age/yr). The adopted solar distribution of heavy el-
ements corresponds to the solar metallicity: Z 0.0152 (Caffau
et al. 2011). The helium abundance for a given metallicity was
obtained from the relation Y = 0.2485 + 1.78 Z.
For a given star, represented by the available atmospheric pa-
rameters (together with the luminosity, if the parallax was avail-
able), and an isochrone of some [Fe/H] and age t, we calculated
the probability of belonging to a given mass range. The pro-
cedure used was detailed in da Silva et al. (2006). Following
these authors we further calculated the searched quantities (e.g.
4
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Te f f and absolute RV for 21 stars in common with Pastel Catalogue (Soubiran et al. 2010).
mass, luminosity, and age) and their uncertainties from the basic
parameters (mean, variance, etc.) of the normalised probability
distribution functions (PDFs). This procedure was described in
detail in Adamczyk et al. (2016) and in Paper III.
For stars with known Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016)
or Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007) parallaxes, such as σpi < pi
and pi > 3 mas, the luminosity was calculated directly from the
visual brightness and B−V . For the interstellar reddening (Schild
1977) determination, the intrinsic B−V was calculated from the
effective temperature, according to the calibration of Ramı´rez &
Mele´ndez (2005). There are 672 PTPS objects in the Gaia cata-
logue, including 339 stars with previous Hipparcos parallaxes.
In the case in which no parallax was available or the par-
allax was smaller or equal 3.0 mas, the stellar luminosity was
estimated from the Bayesian analysis, together with the mass
and age; the limiting value of parallaxes was applied as a re-
sult of numerous calculations, which showed that the accuracy
of determined physical parameters decreases rapidly with pi≤3.0.
Additionally, using the luminosity obtained from the Bayesian
method we determined a Bayesian parallax (piB) that was also
used in the distance estimates.
As in the two previous papers we calculated the stellar radii
with two methods. First, from the effective temperature and the
luminosity,
R/R(Teff , L) =
 LL
1/2 TeffTeff
2, (1)
where R = 695 700 km, Teff = 5772 K, and L = 3.83 · 1026
(Prsa et al. 2016).
The second determination requires log g and the mass of a
star as follows:
R/R(g,M) =
 MM gg
1/2 (2)
where M = 1.98855 · 1030 kg and log g = 4.44 (Prsa et al.
2016).
The average value of those two values was adopted as the
final stellar radius.
For 451 stars (including 130 stars from the presented dwarf
sample) luminosities were calculated based on new Gaia (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016) parallaxes, and only masses, ages, and
radii were obtained from the Bayesian analysis. For 136 stars
(including 12 dwarfs from presented sample) without Gaia par-
allax stellar parameters were obtained using Hipparcos parallax.
For 298 stars (14 from the dwarf sample) with no parallaxes
available, or parallaxes lower than 3 mas luminosities, masses,
ages and radii were obtained from the Bayesian analysis.
The main factor determining the precision of the stellar lu-
minosities is the precision of the available parallaxes (587 stars).
In the case of stars with unknown parallaxes (298 stars) we can
only use the Bayesian analysis results.
Obviously the stellar mass determinations for single giants,
based on isochrone fitting, are all, including our own, model
dependent. We note, however a recent asteroseismic confirma-
tion of our determination (Paper III) of mass of HD 185351
(1.74±0.05 M) by Hjørringgaard et al. (2017) (1.58±0.040.02 M),
originally determined as 1.87±0.07 M by Johnson et al. (2014)
i.e. within 2.6-3.2σ from the other two. In the case of an inde-
pendent asteroseismic mass determination for the same stars by
North et al. (2017), i.e. 1.77±0.080.08 M, our mass agrees even bet-
ter, well within 1σ of asteroseismic analysis. These results allow
us to consider our stellar mass estimates as rather consistent with
more precise determinations.
Also our stellar radii estimates, which are basically simple,
appear to be very precise. In a recent study, Baines et al. (2016)
presented interferometrically measured radii for six stars from
our sample. For four of these our radii agree with the interfero-
metrically measured better than within 0.5σ limit (HD 113226,
HD 219615, HD 181276, HD 161797). For HD 188512 the radii
agree within 1.07σ and for HD 090537 within 1.57σ.
The stellar age is the least precise parameter of all deter-
mined in our analysis, as the resulting Bayesian PDF for stellar
age are generally flat (Adamczyk et al. 2016).
All results, including the adopted parallaxes, are presented
in Tables 4 and 5. A discussion is presented in Section 7.
5. Evolutionary status, subsample definition
The initial PTPS sample of red clump giants (Paper I) was suc-
cessively extended with subgiants and giants (Paper III) and
dwarfs (this work). The luminosity class (evolutionary stage)
was initially roughly known and the first, more solid, but still
very approximate classification presented in Adamo´w (2010)
comes from a photometric calibration. For simplicity, we ini-
tially decided to identify dwarfs stars with log g = 4.5±0.5, sub-
giants with log g = 3.5±0.5, giants with log g = 2.5±0.5, and
bright giants with log g = 1.5±0.5.
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Currently, the detailed spectroscopic analysis facilitates the
availability of the luminosity class or evolutionary stage assess-
ment, in principle, for every object. Indeed, for a vast majority of
stars in our sample the evolutionary stage is obvious. However,
given the uncertainties in the determined atmospheric or phys-
ical parameters at specific stages, such as dwarf to subgiant, or
subgiant to giant borderlines, the evolutionary stage is still a bit
problematic.
In an attempt to assign evolutionary status for all stars in
the complete PTPS sample in a uniform and objective (as far
as possible) way, we decided to use the modified theoretical
HRD, a relation between log g and effective temperature. The
analysis was based on the evolutionary tracks of Bressan et al.
(2012). We used the evolutionary tracks with metallicity values
of Z = 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.004, 0.006, 0.008, 0.010, 0.014,
0.017, 0.020, 0.030, and 0.040, which approximately correspond
to [Fe/H] values, respectively, [Fe/H] = -1.48, -1.18, -0.88, -
0.58, -0.40, -0.28, -0.18, -0.04, 0.05, 0.12, 0.30, and 0.42, where
Z = 0.0152 for Sun. We selected evolutionary tracks for stars
with masses in the range between 0.75 and 3.80 M and thus we
constructed 12 various modified HRDs for different metallici-
ties. On each modified HRD we placed evolutionary tracks for
two subsequent metallicities Z and we divided modified HRD
area into three regions: dwarfs (V), subgiants (IV), and giants
(III). We defined these areas using the so-called critical points in
evolutionary tracks, which correspond to two stages: exhaustion
of central hydrogen burning and climb to giant branch. Three
specific regions on the diagram are separated by lines connect-
ing the same critical point for each mass (Figure 4).
For example, on a single modified HRD with evolutionary
tracks with Z=0.02 and Z=0.03, we placed objects with 0.30 >
[Fe/H] ≥ 0.12, while on the next we placed those of Z=0.014
and Z=0.017 and stars with -0.04 ≤ [Fe/H] < 0.05. Therefore,
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and the velocity in the direction of the rotation of the Galaxy (V)
for the PTPS stars. Three stellar subsystems in the Galaxy are
indicated according to Ibukiyama & Arimoto (2002). The stellar
metallicity - [Fe/H] is colour coded.
we attributed objects to a given luminosity class taking into ac-
count only the three most precisely derived atmospheric param-
eters: effective temperature, log g, and metallicity.
The procedure described above allowed us to assign the lu-
minosity class to all PTPS stars, but it also revealed three groups
of stars, which atmospheric and physical parameters were in-
consistent with their apparent evolutionary stage. For example
the determined mass appeared too low for assigned evolutionary
stage.
The most ambiguous group is composed of six giants (HD
96692, TYC 3463-01145-1, TYC 3498-00634-1, HD 237903,
BD+58 2015, and BD+63 639) situated at the bottom of the
HRD, near the MS. Those stars all appear to be very low mass
(lower than 0.66 M) and with metallicity lower than solar
( [Fe/H] < -0.31).
The second group of stars with inconsistent parameters and
evolutionary stage contains seven subgiants (BD+42 170, TYC
3101-00586-1, TYC 3431-01221-1, BD+48 2320, TYC 3826-
00664-1, BD-03 1821, and BD-12 2895) situated on left side of
the MS. These are again stars with low mass (lower than 0.81
M) and metallicity mostly below solar.
There is also an ambiguous star (HD 25532) situated on
HRD between log L/L = 1 and log L/L = 2. According to
our analysis this object is a subgiant. However, its atmospheric
parameters do not indicate clearly whether this star belongs to
subgiants or is just beginning the ascent on the giant branch.
Despite obtained atmospheric and physical parameters those
14 stars were rejected from the dwarf sample and are not in-
cluded in the further analysis. These are presented in Table 5.
At this stage we also rejected from the PTPS sample two
stars (HD 61606B, BD+46 1608) from the red clump giants
sample, for which Gaia parallax based luminosity contradicted
the evolutionary status of these stars as determined from atmo-
spheric parameters.
In Table 5 we also placed, for completeness, the 13 stars of
the 16 from Paper I for which inconsistent atmospheric parame-
ters were derived. The three remaining stars were excluded from
the PTPS sample based on CCF analysis.
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6. Distribution of PTPS stars in the Galaxy
To broaden our knowledge about the PTPS sample of stars we re-
viewed the distribution of PTPS stars in the Galaxy. The absolute
RVs together with the Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016) par-
allaxes and proper motions allow us to study kinematical prop-
erties of the PTPS sample. For all PTPS stars we determined the
space velocity components (U, V, W) following the approach
of Johnson & Soderblom (1987). Using the criteria described in
Ibukiyama & Arimoto (2002) we divided our sample into three
Galactic populations: thin disc, thick disc, and halo. Figure 5
presents distribution of PTPS stars in the Galaxy.
It is clear that the PTPS stars sample an extensive volume of
the Galaxy. Dwarfs and subgiants are mostly located within the
thin disc. Giants, on the other hand, extend not only to thick disc
but also a number of these are present in the Galactic halo. The
majority of our stars belong to the thin disc population (69%),
a rather large group belong to the thick disc (29%), and another
2% belong to the Galactic halo.
In Figure 5 one can also see the relation between metallicity,
in every population, with distance from the Galactic plane. The
stars from the Galactic halo present the lowest metallicity, which
can be explained with the metal - deficient halo stars model
(Laird et al. 1988). The other two populations are characterised
by a much wider span of metallicity. Dwarfs and subgiants in
thin and thick discs do not show a correlation between [Fe/H]
and z. In the case of giants in the thin Galactic disc no such a
correlation is present, but in the thick disc and halo a correlation
between metallicity and distance from the Galactic plane is ap-
parent. In Tables 4 and 5 we present kinematical properties of
PTPS stars.
7. Complete PTPS sample
Together with those already presented in Paper I and Paper III
the stars presented here constitute the complete PTPS sample.
After rejecting 111 objects with the CCF analysis (CCF vari-
able, weak, or SB2), and another 29 stars for which inconsistent
results were obtained, there are altogether 885 stars in the com-
plete PTPS sample.
Atmospheric parameters (either new, determined in this pa-
per, or those from papers I and III), new and updated masses, lu-
minosities, radii, and ages, as well as V , B − V , original spectral
type from Simbad, adopted parallax (from Gaia (G), Hipparcos
(H), or Bayes (B) for stars without parallax or pi ≤ 3), projected
rotational velocity, MV , BCV , adopted luminosity class, absolute
RV, epoch of absolute RV observation, distance from the Sun, l,
b, z, U, V , W, and resulting Galactic population for these stars
are presented in Tables 4 and 5.
In Table 3 we present all stars rejected from the final sample
after the CCF analysis and in Table 5 those rejected after further
analysis. In Table 5, we list available data on these stars along
with the reason they were rejected.
In the complete PTPS sample of 885 stars we have 515 gi-
ants, 238 subgiants, and 132 dwarfs. The final HRD is presented
in Figure 9. The atmospheric parameters for all these stars are
presented in Figure 6. The adopted masses, luminosities, radii,
and ages are presented in Figure 7. In Figure 8 we present rota-
tional velocities (from Adamo´w 2014), distances from the Sun,
and distances from the Galactic plane. The distribution of the
PTPS sample stars in the Galaxy is illustrated in Figure 5.
Below we present a short summary of properties of stars in
all three luminosity class subsamples.
7.1. Dwarfs
The sample of dwarfs is mainly composed of 101 objects pre-
sented for the first time in this paper. It also contains 30 stars
from Paper III and 1 object from Paper I classified here as
dwarfs. The complete sample of 132 dwarfs in PTPS sample
presents a rather flat distribution of effective temperatures rang-
ing from 4530 K to 6394 K. The median log g equals 4.52 and
ranges from 3.65 to 4.80. These stars are generally slightly more
metal abundant than the Sun and have a median [Fe/H] equal
to 0.08 and ranging from -0.46 to 0.47. The microturbulence ve-
locity in this sample ranges from 0.02 to 1.68 km s−1 and have a
median value of 0.65 km s−1. These stars are slow rotators with
projected rotational velocities below 4 km s−1 and have a me-
dian value of only 0.54 km s−1.
The dwarfs are generally less luminous than the Sun and
have a median log L/L equal to -0.25 and ranging from -0.71
to 1.35. These stars are also generally less massive than the Sun
and have a median mass of 0.83 M, ranging from 0.68 to 1.66.
The dwarfs in our sample are also generally smaller than the Sun
and have a median R/R equal to 0.87 and ranging from 0.65 to
3.01. On average they are also younger, having a median age of
3.74 billion years and ranging from 0.11 to 13.20 Gyr.
The dwarfs in our sample belong to the solar neighbour-
hood within roughly 100 pc. Almost all of these objects also
stay within 100 pc from the Galactic plane. Most of the dwarfs
(92) belong to the thin Galactic disc and 40 are located in the
thick disc.
7.2. Subgiants
Our sample of 238 subgiants is composed mainly of 186 stars
presented in Paper III. The sample also contains a 44 objects
from the sample studied in this paper and 8 stars from Paper
I. Our sample is composed of stars with effective temperatures
from 4906 K to 6215 K and has a clear peak in the distribution
at median Teff of 5539K. Like the dwarfs, the subgiants present
rather narrow range of log g, from 2.62 to 4.33, and have a clear
peak at median log g of 3.86. Their metallicity is roughly solar
and have a median value of [Fe/H] equal to 0.04, ranging from
-0.74 to 0.51. The microturbulence velocity ranges from 0.25
to 2.01 km s−1 and have a median value of 1.01 km s−1. These
stars are generally slow rotators with projected rotational veloc-
ity typically below 4 km s−1, but in the case of 21 objects the
rotational velocity is higher and may reach up to 11.8 km s−1.
In the case of 2 objects rotational velocities exceed 10 km s−1
making them fast rotators.
On average these stars are more luminous than the Sun and
have a median log L/L of 0.59, varying from -0.17 to 1.76.
Their masses vary from 0.68 to 2.54 M and have a median
value of 1.17 M. These stars are typically larger than the Sun
and have a median radius of 2.15 R, varying between 1.06 and
9.20 R. Their estimated ages vary between 0.63 and 13.42 Gyr
and have a median of 6.04 Gyr.
The subgiants in our sample are located within roughly 200
pc from the Sun; most of these stars are located at a distances
between 5 and 150 pc. Their distances from the Galactic plane
are also limited to about 150 pc. Hence vast majority of the sub-
giants (163) belong to the thin disc and only 75 reside in the
thick disc.
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7.3. Giants
The sample of giants consists mainly of objects from Paper I
(320 stars). This sample also contains 184 stars presented in
Paper III and 11 objects from the sample presented here for the
first time. This is the largest PTPS sample of 515 stars and it
contains giants in a range of effective temperatures from 4055
K to 5444 K and have a clear peak at a median value of 4820
K. The surface gravitational accelerations log g also belong to a
wide range from 1.39 to 3.79 and have a peak of the distribution
at a median value around 2.77. These stars are on average much
less metal abundant than the Sun and have a median [Fe/H] of
-0.18, ranging from -1.52 to 0.45. The microturbulence veloc-
ity in our giants varies between 0.43 to 2.04 km s−1 and have a
median value of 1.34 km s−1. These stars are generally slow ro-
tators; the vast majority show projected rotational velocities be-
low 4 km s−1. However, in the case of 14 objects the rotational
velocity is slightly higher (up to 8.2 km s−1).
Our giants display a wide range of luminosities between
log L/L 0.48 and 2.93 and have a median value of 1.52. Also
their masses belong to a wide range from 0.48 to 2.93 M and
have a median of 1.19 M. When it comes to physical dimen-
sions their radii range from 2.12 to 44.52 R and have a median
of 8.27 R. The wide range of masses leads to wide range of
estimated ages, between 0.32 to 13.43 Gyr and a median of 5.74
Gyr.
The giants in our sample reside at a wide range of distances
from the Sun, reaching up to nearly 2 kpc. Most of them stay
within 1 kpc, and the distribution of distances is rather flat in
a wide range of 100-400 pc. The distribution of distances from
the Galactic plane is similar; most of giants are located below
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z=500 pc. The large distances to these stars result in many of
the giants (153) already being members of the thick disc and 16
being located in the Galactic halo.
8. Summary and conclusions
We presented the complete PTPS sample of 885 stars. For 156
stars, we presented new atmospheric parameters, masses lumi-
nosities, radii, and ages. For 135 stars these are the first determi-
nations.
For another 451 stars we presented updated masses, lumi-
nosities, radii, and ages based on new Gaia parallaxes. We also
presented a list of 140 stars that were rejected from the original
PTPS sample for various reasons, as explained in the text.
The complete PTPS sample of 885 stars is composed of 515
giants, 238 subgiants, and 132 dwarfs. For most of the dwarfs
(114 stars) Gaia parallaxes were available, for 13 we accepted
Hipparcos parallaxes, and only for 5 we were forced to use lu-
minosities derived from Bayesian analysis. In the case of sub-
giants, we also mostly base our analysis on solid parallaxes ei-
ther from Gaia (179 stars) or Hipparcos (47), and only for 12
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subgiants stellar luminosities are derived from Bayesian analy-
sis. For giants, however, in spite of Gaia parallaxes first release,
we still mostly based our analysis on Bayesian luminosity de-
terminations, which are the only available values for 281 stars.
For 158 giants we used Gaia parallaxes, and for 76 those from
Hipparcos.
In general the masses of PTPS stars range from 0.68 to 3.21
M with a median at 1.14 M. The vast majority of stars have
masses between 1.00 and 1.25 M. However, there are also 114
stars that have masses over 1.5 M, 30 of which have masses
above two solar masses.
Figure 9 presents the HRD with the new and updated lumi-
nosities for all 885 PTPS stars.
We find it important to note here that with this paper we re-
define the subsamples of PTPS. As various simple criteria were
applied previously to select objects for PTPS or later on to clas-
sify PTPS stars into luminosity classes (see Section 5) the final
subsamples as defined in this paper all contain a mixture of stars
from Paper I, Paper III, and this paper (see Section 7).
Obviously the subsample of dwarfs did not evolve much as
its is presented here for the first time. The only alteration of the
original subsample comes from additional 31 stars from Paper
I and Paper III and the removal of stars not classified as dwarfs
from the sample.
The subsample of subgiants was originally presented in
Paper III, together with numerous red giants from the red gi-
ant branch. The subsample was cleaned from the red giants and
extended with 52 stars from Paper I and this paper. Consequently
the final subgiant subsample consists of stars with more uniform
parameters.
Historically the first subsample of PTPS stars, giants, was
at first composed of presumably red clump giants presented in
Paper I. This subsample was extended with 184 giants from the
red giants branch presented in Paper III and 11 giants from the
sample of stars studied in this paper. This is the largest subsam-
ple within PTPS (515 stars). The evolution of giants subsample
definition is illustrated in Figure 10. This Figure shows how the
sample evolved from a red clump giant sample into a general red
giant sample. This sample may be subdivided into clump giants
(320 giants from Paper I only) and red giants (the complete sub-
sample) with slightly different characteristics (see Figure 10).
This PTPS giant sample is the most intensively studied sam-
ple so far. On average 10 epochs of HET/HRS RV are avail-
able per target. No surprise then that all but one (BD+14 4559,
Niedzielski et al. 2009b) planetary systems delivered by PTPS
are hosted by giants (Niedzielski et al. 2007, 2009b,a; Adamo´w
et al. 2012; Gettel et al. 2012a,b; Nowak et al. 2013; Niedzielski
et al. 2015b). Moreover this sample was recently more inten-
sively explored within TAPAS project with Harps-N at TNG
(Niedzielski et al. 2015a, 2016b,c; Villaver et al. 2017).
In total 21 planetary systems were already discovered in the
red giant sample of 515 stars or 20 in the red clump sample of
320 stars. With only ∼4% of stars with planets the search for
planets around giants within PTPS is yet far from complete. The
population of stars with planets around giants already detected
within PTPS is however already similar to those presented by
other similar projects (15 out of 373 stars, ∼ 4% in the Lick
K-giant Survey: Reffert et al. 2015; 10 out of 166, ∼ 6% in
EXPRESS: (Jones et al. 2016); or 11 out of 164, ∼ 7% in the
Pan-Pacific Planet Search: Wittenmyer et al. 2017). We are now
in position to present statistical properties of planet hosting gi-
ants based on our own data, which will be the topic of a subse-
quent paper.
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